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Sustainable Habitat Challenge

Sustainable Habitat Challenge designs provide opportunities for business and homeowners
3 December 2008
The goal of sustainable housing for all New Zealanders got a step closer this week. Ten teams of
students and professionals released their first peek at designs for a variety of sustainable homes.
The Sustainable Habitat Challenge teams will begin their projects in January 2009.
SHAC 09 National Coordinator Tim Bishop says that helping all New Zealanders live well and be free
from reliance on expensive resources is the aim of the SHAC teams. “Teams are exploring what is
practical and possible to build today, and are discovering new opportunities,” Bishop says.
SHAC 09 teams are getting ideas and input from many local students and professionals and are
exploring a number of designs, some with new looks and some that look like existing building
styles.
Dr Allanah Ryan from Massey University says that “green buildings don't come out of thin air, they
are the products of massive amounts of effort by all sorts of people”.
"In as short a time, say 10 or 20 years, houses in New Zealand won't be designed and built like what
is common today, they're likely to resemble houses SHAC teams are designing and building now." –
John Cheah, Team Whareuku coordinator
The University of Auckland, School of Architecture and Planning are developing their design for the
first Passive House in the Southern Hemisphere. The project, known as 'zero.plus', will see the
creation of a self sustaining zero energy living unit, for the urban environment, requiring no
purchased energy for heating or cooling. They are still looking for a site on which to build.
Christina van Bohemen, Chair NZIA Auckland Branch says that zero.plus project is an exciting
project that could really inform residential design in New Zealand… introducing a new
architectural language determined by resources and lifestyle.
Team Whareuku, also at the University of Auckland, have focused on a building system for remote
communities to use local materials and resources, and minimizing the need to rely on outside
architectural and engineering expertise. Construction is underway on this project.
Victoria University's project known as 'The Plant Room' is focused on developing sustainable
options for apartment dwellers. With the addition of what appears to be a relatively simple glass
'clip-on', a fairly ordinary apartment could become the way of the future for city dwellers. The 'clipon' provides a place to grow food as well as collecting rain water and solar heating.
Sustainable Architecture Lecturer at Victoria University and The Plant Room coordinator Alex Hills
says that the team have designed a system that is able to extend and enliven the façade of existing
apartment blocks while reducing stresses on existing infrastructures.
The ten SHAC completed houses are to be judged in November 2009. Projects will be rated on
technical, social, and economic criteria. The judges for the competition are Robert Vale - Victoria
University, Nick Collins - Beacon Pathway, Maggie Lawton - Braidwood Research and Consulting,
Dave Cull - television personality, builder, councilor, and Nigel Isaacs - BRANZ.
For more information and to arrange interviews, please contact:
Tim Bishop, Sustainable Habitat Challenge,
+64 21 705 346 tim@shac.org.nz
www.shac.org.nz
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SHAC TEAMS
project name

Institution/s

Te Hira Whanau Bach 101 Te Hira Whanau & UNITEC /
ScALA / Te Hononga

location

build type

Rangitoto Island

retrofit

Team Canterbury

CPIT, University of Canterbury, Christchurch
and Lincoln
(relocatable)

new build

Team Housewise

Housing New Zealand,
Landcare Research, University
of Auckland

Auckland

retrofit

Whareuku

University of Auckland

Lake Rotoiti

new build

Team Dunedin

Otago Polytechnic, University of Dunedin (relocatable) new build
Otago

Team Waikato

Wintec

Hamilton

new build

zero.plus

The University of Auckland,
School of Architecture and
Planning

Auckland

new build

The Plant Room

Victoria University, Massey
University, Weltec

Wellington

retrofit

Team Central Otago

Otago Polytechnic

Clyde

new build

Unitec EcoBach

Unitec

Auckland

new build

SHAC 09 is a project of the Otago Polytechnic.
Significant funding has been supplied by the
Minister for the Environment's Sustainable
Management Fund.

Beacon Pathway, McConnell Property, IPENZ, Ministry for the Environment,
Opus International, Victoria University, Otago Polytechnic, University of
Otago, University of Canterbury, EECA
The Sustainable Habitat Challenge is proud to have support from the following partners:

KEY SPONSORS

KEY SPONSORS

TE HIRA WHANAU - BACH 101
Te Hira Whanau & UNITEC / ScALA / Te Hononga

Objective/Motivation:
To collaboratively assist in preserving and enhancing Te Hira Bach 101 for current
and future generations of the Te Hira Whanau to retain connection to the bach, the site and Ragitoto island.
To introduce a range of sustainable energy and waste disposal systems to enhance the quality of life for the
whanau while minimising their impact upon the local and wider natural environments.
Description:
As a collaboration between the Te Hira whanau and Te Hononga we propose:
1 To develop a comprehensive design brief for the renovations / alterations to and implementation of new
sustainable systems for a historic bach on Rangitoto island
2 To develop comprehensive designs for the renovations/ alterations using recycled and low embodied
energy materials
3 To research appropriate alternative energy and waste disposal systems and make recommendations for
adoption
4 To renovate the existing bach, build allowable alterations and install new alternative energy and waste
disposal systems
5 To monitor over the new renovations, alterations and systems over the period of 1 year to assess their
effectiveness and appropriateness
The Team
Clients 				
				

Miriam Te Hira (client representative)
Te Hira whanau

Rau Hoskins 			
				
				

Te Hononga – The Centre for Maori Architecture and Appropriate 		
Technologies SCALA - School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture,
UNITEC NZ

Year 2 Architectural Students
				

Te Hononga - Centre for Maori Architecture and Appropriate Technologies,
SCALA - School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture UNITEC

DesignTribe Architects 		
				

Rau Hoskins (Director)
Miles Heine – Registered Architect

Overview of progress and challenges to date:
The team have completed the major research, design, construction & materials transportation planning and
building component of the project culminating in a 6 day intensive build from 1-7 September 2008. The
3 priority components of the build were completed to a high level and both the client and team are well
pleased with the results of the exercise.
Key elements for build or retrofit:
The bulk of the proposed restoration and systems upgrade work on Te Hira Bach 101 have been completed
with the south wall restoration, new roof and composting toilet progressed. Key elements of the Retro fit
include
·
Southern wall
·
New Corrugated Iron Roof
·
New Composting Toilet
·
Remaining work: Barge boards, gutter boards and soffit linings are required to bird proof the bach.
Media Enquiries:
Rau Hoskins 021 658 019 rau@designtribe.co.nz

Waikehe Island

Finished bioloo and energy structure

Bio-loo located in pit with piles
and floor structure

Original purlin structure (no eaves)

TEAM CANTERBURY

Canterbury University/ Lincoln University/Christchurch Polytechnic
Objective:
For the SHaC competition, the Canterbury Mechanical Engineering - CPIT Team will create a new standard
for sustainable home design and build. This standard will include high energy efficiency, excellent utilisation
of water and materials, the use of passive heating and cooling, and a condition for reducing waste during
both construction and the eventual de-construction of the home. The design also includes some sustainable
behaviour features. A long term benefit to the region of Canterbury will result from the achievement of the
objectives with sustainable solutions being gradually implemented into common housing design and customer
expectations. This will increase the standard of living and also the standard of the environment for the citizens
of Canterbury and potentially the world.
Description:
The design is a timber framed relocatable home that will be easily transportable to any available plot of land.
Key features are: the increased thicknesses for insulation to minimise the heating requirements of the home, a
comprehensive water reduction strategy inside the house and rain water harvesting for the garden. Materials for
the design are chosen according to their longevity and recyclability. The material’s environmental impact and
low weight are also strong considerations. The home will feature a predominantly glass walled conservatory on
the northern front with an integrated solar Trombe wall. The conservatory will be an addition on location. The
house will be positioned at the optimal bearing to maximise solar gains and the 45 degree northern facing roof
pitch gives a near perfect inclination angle (44 degrees is optimal for Christchurch) on which to position any
solar panels, be they photovoltaic or for heating water. Construction waste will be minimised by sizing interior
dimensions to suit bulk rolls of materials such as plywood, carpet, weatherboard, and gib board. The optimal
solar orientation was established by energy modelling using commercial green-building software.
Key elements for build or retrofit:
Power: Grid tied system with provision for night rate meter and renewable alternatives such as solar PV should
they become economically or environmentally sensible. Use the power from the grid if available as it will be
the most cost effective option unless a $20,000+ grid connection fee becomes eminent. Hot Water Heating: An
active solar evacuated tube system coupled to an on demand electric booster will be specified. Ensure that the
$1000 government solar energy grant is attained by having the solar system installed for less than $5800. The
design has a central living/kitchen/dining area with modular bedrooms off either side for effective heat flow
into bedrooms from the passive solar and heat pump or small pellet fire.
Lighting: Compact fluorescent lights to be used throughout the entire home. Sensors for outdoor lights will
minimise excess lighting while providing safety and security. Maximise use of natural lighting for living areas.
No heat-leaking, low throw ceiling recessed spot lights! Appliances: Energy star rated appliances are highly
preferred with the highest star rating products purchased for the most cost effective price. All appliances will
be sized according to the household requirements. A power meter unit will be installed to provide energy use
information to the occupants as a type of feedback loop to help establish less wasteful behaviours.
Water: The main goals for this category is reducing mains water demand to 90 litres per person per day and
reducing storm water runoff. State of the art high–velocity shower head and aerated sink faucets are specified.
Hands-free kitchen fixture and a timer device in the shower will manage wasteful behaviour.
Waste: The goals for our waste category are to reduce waste during construction and implementing sediment
and erosion control during construction and operation.
Materials: The house will have a 150mm thick wall, with R3.6 insulation. The roof will have R5 insulation and
the floor R1.3. The living area floor will be tiled to add thermal mass. This also reduces the amount of dust and
allergenic substances in the house that reside in carpet. Two materials that are hard to dispose of are Pink Batts
and treated timber. It is requested that during construction, the tradesmen take extra care when installing
Batts, to make for a thermally tight house, and also to make it easier to remove the batts and reuse them at the
end of the buildings life.
Land Use: A preliminary site lay-out has been proposed with no pavement, 70% of garden dedicated to foodproducing species and raised-bed structures. Purpose-built concrete compost bins installed behind the home
as is the rain-water collection tank.
Media Enquires:
Associate Professor Susan Krumdieck susan.krumdieck@canterbury.ac.nz

Christchurch

The Canterbury UC/Lincoln/CPIT transportable, modular home design.

Canterbury University Mechanical Engineering team with supervisor Associate Professor Susan Krumdieck.
Energy and material modelling.

TEAM HOUSEWISE

Housing New Zealand Corporation, University of Auckland,
Landcare Research, New Zealand Housing Foundation
Objective
Team Housewise is interested in how Housing New Zealand can develop a repeatable renovation package for
a 1950’s state house with useable technologies that facilitate more environmentally and socially sustainable
performance in-use (‘hardware’) as well as facilitate a learning process with residents (‘software’) to support
more sustainable living.
Description:
The project is focused mainly on engaging the family in the retrofit process in order to ensure that the solutions
we implement as a team will have success in the long-term while in-use. As we have just selected the house and
family, we do not have specific design criteria, though the attached plan indicates a number of the potential
upgrades that resulted from the design charette. As repeatability is a key outcome for HNZC, not all of these
improvements will be implemented due to the cost restraint of $105,000. In general, the key objectives are:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Increase effectiveness of ventilation, both passive and active
Improve the building envelope (currently, there is only loose “insulfluf“ in the ceiling cavity, no 		
underfloor or wall insulation)
Improve the health of the family, especially the symptoms of the asthmatic child
Improve the family’s control over both comfort and operational cost
Mitigate problems caused by poor stormwater drainage on-site
Inspire HNZC to run similar processes on other state properties

Key design elements for build or retrofit:
Energy: We envision halving the family’s current average annual energy consumption (all electricity), though
realise that trade-offs may be made by the family in-use to substitute energy conservation for increased
comfort, as has been demonstrated in existing studies of retrofits in New Zealand. We have begun to develop
a benchmark of energy consumption, through the request for historical records from utility companies. Our
rough primary estimate is that this family consumes approximately 11,500 kWh/year – roughly equal to the
national average. By engaging the family in design, we hope to build awareness and capacity to manage the
operational decisions involved with balancing cost savings (as an effective proxy for energy conservation in low
income households) with comfort and health improvements. One of the key installations will be a Centameter
display, which allows the family to understand the implications of usin g certain appliances in particular ways.
Water: We hope to reduce this family’s water consumption to around 100 litres/person/day of city supply water,
and 40 litres/person/day of rainwater. We also have a goal of eliminating all stormwater ponding that occurs
around the house – increasing the humidity of air entering the house. The site is ideal for a small rainwater
tank to eliminate the problems experienced with stormwater ponding. The collected rainwater will allow us to
service the toilet (conveniently adjacent to the missing downpipe) with rainwater in lieu of city supply and we
will seek approval to use the rainwater in the washing machine as well. The tenant will have an outdoor tap on
the raintank as well.
Materials: All the materials are re-used, recycled or made from renewable resources. Building materials are
durable, typically they will last long as or longer than it will take to grow or produce those resources again. All
materials are made entirely from materials grown or manufactured in New Zealand. As this is a retrofit, disposal
of materials is a key focus, with a goal of salvaging as much as we can for re-use, and recycling the rest. New
materials will be durable, made from renewable materials, and sourced locally.
Waste: We have blended the construction waste goals with those of materials (see above). For our waste goals,
we hope to engage the family and reduce their ongoing domestic waste by half. We also wish to address one
of the most neglected waste streams in low income households: the accumulation of large quantities of nonorganic waste. Waste accumulation encourages vermin and insect infestations, with attendant risks to health
such as serious skin infections, gastrointestinal infections and injury.

Auckland

WHAREUKU
University of Auckland

Objective
The objective of the Whareuku housing system is to create a simple and affordable modular building system
that can be used by rural Maori communities to provide their own houses. The system focuses on using local
materials and resources, and minimizing the need to rely on outside expertise (e.g. a professional engineer/
architect).
Description:
The house will be built on a concrete foundation with a standard timber roof (clad with corrugated iron sheets).
The walls are to be constructed out of an earth mix consisting of soil (over 90% by dry weight), flaxfibres
and cement (8%). From past tests conducted at the University of Auckland, the rammed earth material has
been found to possess adequate structural strength for use in single storey dwellings (in regions with high
seismic demands). The house is orientated towards the North to optimize the solar exposure of the house and
maximize the thermal gain in the earthen walls.
The site on which the Whareuku will be built is located 15.04 km down State Highway 30 (travelling from
Rotorua to Whakatane). It is situated approximately 180 metres from the Southern bank of Lake Rotoiti and
has a moderate density of native trees, plants and wild-life around the chosen building site. The site has a very
slight downwards slope in the North East direction and is 287 metres above sea level. The physical address of
the site is Haumingi 10a2b Papakainga and belongs to the Māori hapu Ngati Pikiao. The land is classified as
Māori land and is under the jurisdiction of the Māori Land Court.
The Rotoiti Whareuku house has a floor area of 90 m2 and features 2 bedrooms, a lounge, kitchen, bathroom,
laundry and carport. The windows are all double glazed and a sunroof has been installed above the kitchen
area. The elevations and floor plans are shown over page.
Overview of progress and challenges to date:
It has been difficult getting financial sponsors for the Whareuku project. In addition to the current economic
downturn the team’s student led front and image may have led to some difficulties. The time required for the
SHaC09 project is considerable and can often be a large ask for the team members involved (who are all fulltime students), especially against a full university work-load and other commitments both at university and
elsewhere.
Key elements for build or retrofit:
Energy: Implementing energy efficient fixtures, such as compact fluorescent light bulbs and energy efficient
appliances. A wet-back fireplace will be installed that can be used to heat the house during the winter and
also is used to heat water. A centameter device will be installed to provide feedback to the occupants of their
instantaneous power consumption
Water: Installation of a rain water tank for use in toilets and outside. Water saving fixtures such as a shower flow
restrictors, a half-flush toilet and water restricting tap fittings will be used. Simple behavioral changes that save
water will be communicated to the occupants.
Materials: The walls are made out of locally sourced soil and flax. The rest of the building materials can be
sourced within the country and often at the nearby township in Rotorua. The building is constructed in modular
units which allow the reuse of the earth forming system. The house is designed so that minimal onsite timber
cuts are made and the off-cuts that are required can be reused for another part of the structure or construction
process. The addition of cement greatly increases the durability of the earth and has been optimized so that
the earthen wall panels exhibit a high durability.
Waste: Recyclable goods will be separated. Organic waste will be composted in a worm farm. The Whareuku
building system is modular and the house is designed to be able to use materials efficiently e.g. using timber
off-cuts. Pavements will be highly permeable and allow the infiltration of storm water.
Media Enquiries:
Gabrielle Chin 021 027 32615 gabrielle.chin@gmail.com

Lake Rotoiti
Lake Rotoiti

TEAM DUNEDIN

Otago Polytechnic, University of Otago
Objective
“To mainstream sustainable building and living using our houses built on campus” Team Dunedin is designing
and building a ‘mainstream’sustainable re-locatable home. Each year our carpentry students, under supervision
of our staff, build three re-locatable homes, and by choosing materials, services and building methods that offer
long term efficiency than what is currently being undertaken, the Otago Polytechnic (and our partners) hope to
offer an accessible pathway to more sustainable living and building. We will also help educate our community,
our stakeholders, our local suppliers (and ourselves!) by doing so, and ensure the design maximises social, as
well as environmental sustainability.
Key elements for build or retrofit:
The Team Dunedin house aims to improve in a number of areas based on a typical Dunedin house and more
specifically previous re-locatable homes that Otago Polytechnic has built in the past.
Energy: Team Dunedin Goal: Overall goal – 50% reduction in overall energy use. With current ‘average’ Dunedin
energy use for all types of fuel -8,000 kWh/year for heating (Morning and Evening, 60% of house) and current
OP 2008 Design – 6,000 kWh/year for heating. We hope to reduce energy to – 3,000 kWh / year. We will hope
to achieve this by reducing hot water energy requirements by using a ground source heat pump, passive
heating, reducing lighting and energy requirements. The current design has undergone thermal modelling
by Maria Callau of University of Otago, Physics Department. The findings of this thermal modelling will shortly
be taken into account and slight adjustments to the design of Team Dunedin house will be incorporated. We
are considering the energy saving properties of our windows and insulation, and other heat retaining systems.
Note, that in a climate such as Dunedin with cold winters and cool summers, we hope to reduce energy
consumption, but maintain comfort levels which are vital to overall health and well being of our average users
(that is, normally 18° during the day and 16° at night).
Water: Team Dunedin Goal: To increase water efficiency by decreasing average water usage to 90 litres per
person per day. We are considering a number of options to reduce water – as well as the ‘accepted’ forms of
water savings (low use shower heads and taps, dual flush toilets etc) we plan to place a water rain catchment
on the roof. We will work with local plumbers to fit a waste water recycling system and discuss other ways
to reduce water consumption and waste. Low water usage appliances will be installed and instructions for
maximum efficiency understood and made accessible. We will attempt to have a water meter installed so that
the family will be able to ascertain their own water usage and waste.
Materials: Team Dunedin Goal: To specify and use less toxic materials than is otherwise used in an average
Dunedin home and previously within our re-locatable home. By using more sustainable and locally sourced
materials we maintain that our re-locatable house will last 100 – 200 years. We are currently working with our
local suppliers and partners to locate the most suitable (and affordable) materials to build with. We will clad the
building in Linea weatherboard, and where possible locally sourced materials.
Waste: Team Dunedin Goal: Our house is designed to support composting, more recycling, and therefore less
waste. The design also maximises use of construction materials and will therefore create less waste than what
is normally made (as per our usual build in 2008).

Dunedin

TEAM WAIKATO
Wintec

Objective
To improve on the standard transportable buildings constructed by carpentry students around the country.
To give architectural technology and quantity surveying students some practical building experience with
environmental techniques. To raise local awareness of better systems. To promote the new panelised product.
Description:
A small transportable building using a new construction technique to provide very high thermal and infiltration
control.
Key elements for build or retrofit:
Energy: The design is very energy efficient. A compact building has less surface area to lose heat through, and
uses less materials to make. The panels will be custom-made to suit the design from standard plywood sheets
with very little waste. The design has a significant amount of Northern glazing with suitable summer shading.
Solar heat store in exposed ground dark coloured concrete floor. Additional solar storage in translucent waterfilled trombe walls. No East/West glazing. Minimal Southern glazing. All double-glazed with thermally broken
joinery. Sliding exterior insulating shutters provide additional insulation in winter if required, or shading of
the trombe walls in summer. Very high levels of insulation in ceiling, wall and floor with very little thermal
bridging. Highly airtight construction. Mechanical ventilation will be required as a result. This will be combined
with a heat exchanger to scavenge the exhaust air. No additional heating will be provided as it is not expected
to be necessary.Embodied energy is lowered by reduced use of steel and imported products. The main fabric
of the building is NZ harvested pine. The building will be much stronger than a standard house because of
the inherent nature of the panels. The interior surfaces will be exposed premium plywood which will be clear
powder-coated. This impervious surface has a long life and high impact resistance. These factors, should result
in a long service life for the building as constructed. Because the building is transportable, it can be moved to
another location when it no longer suits the purpose.
Water: No bath tub, no waste disposal unit. Underbench single drawer dishwasher uses less water than normal.
Frontload washing machine uses less water than normal. Low-flow fixtures will be used together with a
pressure reduction valve for the whole unit. A high-wall rainwater collection tank will be used to fill the toilet
– this can’t be installed prior to transportation, but the plumbing for this will be in place. Instant hot water
will be provided (no loss from cylinder) as the unit may be purchased for periodic use (eg beach bach, rented
accommodation).
Materials: The panel product we are using is the first use of this system in NZ. As such, we need to make
practical decisions about the risks around this introduction. It should be possible in the future to mix-andmatch
materials, including recycled waste material, but for the pilot project, we need to be simple and certain about
the engineering characteristics of the materials. We have chosen pine as the lowest impact product sourced
locally. It is quite a soft wood with poor durability. We are going to treat it chemically to prevent rot, and surface
cover with no VOC powder coating to prevent the chemicals affecting the inhabitants. In future incarnations,
it may not need treatment, or may not need a separate cladding over the exterior, but we need to limit the
difficulty of signoff for building consent. The insulating material and panel surfaces are not easily recycled
because of the chemicals, but the complete panels could easily be removed and reused. At endof-life, they
could be burned in an incinerator to generate electricity. The outer cladding will be Gunnersen Weathertex
weatherboards. Although they are imported from Australia, there is no equivalent local product, and they are
made from waste eucalyptus bark, which Australia has a lot of, are very natural, water repellent and stable. They
are pre-primed to ensure good paint adhesion which reduces maintenance. The roof is to be plain galvanized
steel roofing. This is a locally made product that is easy to use and has excellent performance with a good
record for actually getting recycled at end-of-life. There is a possibility of this being substituted for a butyl-type
membrane because of the low pitch and excellent substrate of the panels. The flooring will be sealed exposed
concrete. This will not wear out, could be overcoated if desired at a later date, and can be recycled.
Media Enquiries:
Rod Yeoman, Keiser Architecture: 07-827 3233 m. rod@keiser.co.nz Wintec: 07-834 8800 ext 8067

Hamil ton

zero.plus

The University of Auckland, School of Architecture and Planning
Objective/Motivation:
Zero.Plus is an international research initiative to design, build and monitor New Zealand’s first Zero Energy
House under international Passivhaus Standards. The aim of the research project is to design and build a
prototypical Zero Emission House, developing a system of industrialized, prefabricated elements, which will
allow both economically optimized production and adaptation to different climatic conditions in New Zealand.
The project will lead to the construction of the first Passivhaus in the southern hemisphere certified by the
Passivhaus Institut Darmstadt (D) and the validation of the related simulation tool Passive House Planning
Package (PHPP) for NZ climate.
Description:
Starting from the analysis of the NZ existing building stock, the proposed zero energy living unit aims to offer
new answers to the needs and desires of occupants, while taking energy efficiency and carbon emissions
into account, as well as achieving a new level of Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ). The explicit integrativedesign focus of the project will introduce a new architectural language as a reflection of New Zealand’s climate,
resources, culture and life style. Long term the Zero.Plus unit represents a prototypical show-case for the
development of a sustainable urban settlement in the Auckland Region., in cooperation with the Institute for
Urban Design and Architecture at the Technische Universitaet Berlin.
The Zero-factor refers to no CO2 emissions due to the usage of 100% renewable energy sources, while the
Plus factor describes the increase of IEQ, according to WHO and ISO standards, as well as the quality of design,
material, construction and fabrication. With the specific focus on IEQ and indoor comfort Zero.plus offer an
effective solution for the NZ scenario, where only about 50% of households consistently achieve comfortable
indoor temperatures of approximately 19°C during winter while 30% of households have average winter
evening indoor temperatures below the WHO recommended minimum of 16°C .
The Zero.Plus project is very relevant for New Zealand, given the national debate on climate change and its
aim to meet the goals set out by the Kyoto Protocol 2011. Zero.Plus seeks to provide effective answers in
the climate change debate, focusing on renewables, energy efficiency, and lower emission production. As a
physical demonstration model, this project will create an awareness and understanding amongst the general
public on the nature of climate change and GHG emissions. It aims to provide an effective contribution to New
Zealand’s commitments towards the Kyoto Protocol and policies on renewable energy.
Key elements for build or retrofit:
Energy: The Zero.Plus house aims to generate “on site” all energy required to run the house, while being grid
connected. Renewable energy generation will be projected to achieve annual net zero energy consumption.
Based on the HEEP study, and computed from average house consumption under the assumption of a constant
20°C indoor temperature in winter, the average total specific energy consumption of a building in New Zealand
is 222 kWh/(m²a) . The Zero+ project aims to reduce this consumption to < 40 kWh/(m² a), a realistic value for
certified Passive Houses.
Water: Due to rainwater collection and water saving features, the Zero.Plus house will significantly reduce
freshwater demand to levels below 90L per person and day (the correct percentage will be further defined as
consequence of the definitive design). The Zero.Plus house will employ water saving features such as low-flow
taps and explore the use of vacuum toilets to reduce water consumption for toilet use to 1L/flush. Rainwater
will be collected from the roof and used for toilets, laundry and irrigation.
Materials: All the materials are re-used, recycled or made from renewable resources. Building materials are
durable, typically they will last long as or longer than it will take to grow or produce those resources again. All
materials are made entirely from materials grown or manufactured in New Zealand.
Waste: On-site composting of organic waste and promotion of waste reduction and recycling
Media Enquiries:
Uwe Rieger 09 3737599 ext 88597 02102393271 u.rieger@auckland.ac.nz

Auckland

THE PLANT ROOM

Victoria University, Massey University, Weltec
Objectives:
One of the more unique aspects of living in Wellington is its dense inner city culture and the already high rate
of apartment dwelling, partly due to the lack of available / accessible land. We looked at many different urban
living scenarios, high density, low-rise buildings, rooftop gardens, a variety of communities, and importantly,
in the context of a post-oil-crash society, the need to live close to work, schools and shops. We felt that looking
at higher-density living, particularly higher-density social housing was a need we should address for the
Wellington region. We are also concerned that environmental sustainability as a goal may never be achieved
if our only solution is to build completely new buildings. New Zealand’s existing building stock continues to
consume large amounts of energy. Our current building stock is likely to be with us for a long time and there is
a tremendous opportunity to improve these buildings to make them more energy efficient, comfortable to live
in and socially sustainable. We wish to address this issue through retrofitting a generic Wellington apartment.
More broadly we are interested in exploring a particular logic of ‘green architecture’ that goes beyond some
current ideas of sustainable design. Our aim is to create a ‘regenerative’ habitat where people will be delighted,
community will be developed and sustainable living will literally ‘grow’.
Description:
We intend to take an existing apartment block and transform it with a series of ‘clip-on’ systems. These will
include rainwater collection, grey and black water processing, passive and active solar energy collection, wind
power generation and edible gardens. The design will be explored by applying it to one apartment unit, but
THE PLANT ROOM is intended to be adaptable enough to be applied (with site specific modifications) to any
concrete-framed apartment building or disused office space.
We will use our chosen apartment for THE PLANT ROOM dimensions and specifications that we draw and
detail. For the purposes of the competition we will build two PLANT ROOMS. The first is to be a transportable
exhibition since one of the main goals of this project is to communicate its ideas with the wider public. It will
be exhibited at various locations in the Wellington region, reaching the largest possible audience. The second
will be built in-situ within a concrete-framed apartment building. This will be occupied, monitored and tested
for a year to verify whether our project goals are a success.
Key elements for build or retrofit:
In addition to the more commonly found energy efficient measures pursued in sustainable building, and
outlined above, the innovative aspect of this design is the incorporation of two additional spaces. Firstly, a
passive-solar double-glazed conservatory that may be opened up to form an external room. This conservatory
supports evacuated tube solar hot-water heating, a rainwater tank, worm farm and planter-bed balustrades.
The second component is the ‘Window Box’ which clips over the glazing of the existing building and serves as
a small glasshouse for seed raising and food cultivation. The construction of both PLANT ROOM components is
such that they are flexible in their dimensions and can be adapted to fit the structural bay sizings of numerous
building types. These components can be installed in tandem or individually to allow greater flexibility and
variation.
Energy Water Materials -

Waste -

60% annual energy saving when compared to a typical apartment. No energy will be required
for space heating.
75% saving in annual water use.100% grey water recycling Wormerator Composting Toilets
Two systems will be designed using the maximum possible proportion of recycled materials. A
green roof / wall modular system will be designed using New Zealand native plant species and
a drainage mat made from recycled tyres. The bolt-on plant room element will be made from
recycled timber and local stone pavers for thermal mass. Glazing will be new to ensure a high
performance standard. These two systems will be designed to be fully demountable so that
they can be reused over and over.
65% reduction in household waste 50% reduction in construction & demolition waste 100% of
grey water will be re-used for garden irrigation / watering vegetable gardens. 100% blackwater
(solids) fed to worm farm

Media Enquiries:
Alex Hills, Coordinator: m. 021577135; Allanah Ryan, Communications: m. 027 3640478

Wellington

CENTRAL OTAGO
Otago Polytechnic

Objectives:
The Central Otago teams objective for the long term is to create a public display centre for sustainable building
practice to showcase processes, products and services. Private dwellings will be used initially to develop
awareness during the timing of this project. We will be focused on one house and use this and others to engage
the wider community in understanding the benefits of a sustainable approach.
Description: A single family residence utilizing natural and local materials to create a home that both is energy
effiecient in space and it’s systems as well as be beautiful to live in.
Key elements for build or retrofit:
The design for this home is based on the needs and wants of our client, site demands and also maximizing
thermal qualities while keeping the environmental and financial costs to a bare minimum.
A Sauna and a loft are in keeping with our client’s Finnish roots. Earthen floors, a five tonne masonry stove,
thick earthen plasters and a large central earthen ‘mass’ wall will all act as passive solar collectors absorbing
the warmth of the direct solar radiation during the day and warming the home during the cold Central Otago
winter nights.
Utilizing straw bales as our high R6 wall insulation will take a non-toxic, natural, renewable and potentially
polluting waste product (as straw is often burned) and create a wonderfully insulated sanctuary from exterior
noise and temperatures. Recycled, wool insulation in the ceilings will complement the qualities of our straw
wall insulation.
There will be no fossil fuels used to meet the space or water heating needs for this home. Passive solar, active
solar thermal and a super-efficient five tone masonry stove will keep the interior space and domestic hot
water needs just the right temperatures while keeping environmental emissions to a rock bottom minimum.
The radiant heating system will move solar heated or ‘wet back’ heated water to specific locations in order to
maintain the desired temperatures in any given space.
Water usage will be kept to a minimum by using a Sauna in place of a shower as the primary washing technique
for the residents. A urine separating waterless composting toilet, state of the art washing machine and a
compact plumbing layout will all reduce the amount of water needed for this home. The water which does
leave this home will be recycled as irrigation water along with rain water which will be collected from the
roof.
Every element of this home is being carefully chosen to reduce the amount of embodied energy consumed
during the construction process and total life of this home. There will be no Gib board used in this home.
Instead, a waste stream product, recycled carpet, will create the plaster substrate for the earthen plasters. This
technique will out perform conventional construction techniques for durability, thermal qualities, embodied
energy, toxicity and beauty.
Treated timbers will be greatly reduced or eliminated from this home entirely as timber toxicity is an issue
which needs to be addressed in all homes constructed in New Zealand. There will be no wood based sheet
goods in the construction of this home. Recycled timbers will create the cabinetry and therefore remove toxic
glues from this homes construction.
Due to many of the above choices the labour ‘costs’ will be higher during the construction of this home but
the environmental and financial savings will continue throughout the long life of this dwelling. Long-term
environmental factors have been the main element in deciding on material and system design.
The site for this project is within walking and very easy biking distance from town centre and the client’s place
of work. There will be vehicle access but the main mode of transport will be bicycle. Permaculture principles
will be utilized for this site incorporating edible landscaping and orchards.
Media Enquiries:
Sarah Johnston, sarahjohnston@ihug.co.nz, 03 693 7369

Clyde, Central
Otago

UNITEC SUSTAINABLE
Unitec

Objectives/Motivation:
Unitecs team consists of many people with diverse educational backgrounds and points of view. In line with
SHaC objectives students are supported by individual academics, researchers, and industry practitioners.
Purpose drives these students to innovate and share their knowledge with the community. Sustainability is
now integrated into the Diploma of Applied Building Technology course and the Design school at Unitec. The
research will align and inform programmes being taught.
Description:
Unitec Sustainable House is a site specific variation on the design used for teaching Certificate in Applied
Technology Carpentry students. The house is a typical three bedroom, two bathroom plan. This format is seen
in many suburban areas of New Zealand. Key design elements here are, the greenfields nature of the site, the
desire and ability to orientate the house and particularly living areas to the north, land area availability for grey
water recycling, higher insulation R-values in the walls and ceiling, structures to shade the house in summer in
order to minimise excessive solar gain.
Key elements for build or retrofit:
Energy - The goal is to get as close as possible to 100% renewable energy. There is no power from the grid to
this site. Everything must be generated on site from solar photo voltaic cells, wind power and if absolutely
necessary a bio diesel generator. Bio diesel is made on campus at Unitec. Power consumption will be monitored
by measuring what is generated and stored in the batteries and how much is actually used. Energy efficient
appliances will enable this to be reduced. Natural lighting levels will vary from the standard Unitec house. There
is increased window sizes on the north and west sides. Hybrid lighting using LEDs and compact fluorescents
provides for evening requirements. Heating is by way of hot air in the roof cavity being directed down over and
stored in the concrete slab. This is released back into the house at night through vents in the floor. Cooling in
summer uses the same path in reverse.
Water - Rain water harvesting, solar water heating and a grey water filtering system will be the main features
of this project. This aligns with the SHaC 09 vision and modelling on this is still to come. Average water use
per person in Auckland City is 203 litres per person per day. It is expected that the potential SHaC parameter
of 90 litres per day will be easily achievable. The site has no mains reticulated water. Irrigation of the garden
surrounding the house will also be supplied by the rain water harvesting system. Solar hot water heating must
supply all the hot water that the household uses daily for bathing, laundry and dishwashing.
Materials: Team vision is to source durable materials and where possible locally. The Hebel cladding has to
come from Australia. There is currently no aerated concrete manufacturing plant in New Zealand. The choice
of this material was governed by its thermal insulation properties for winter. With the addition of 50mm of
styrene foam it prohibits thermal gain in summer. (Heathcote 2007). The styrene foam is an oil derivative but
the extra insulation value it adds to the wall and the reduction in energy use over the life of the building may
out way this. The Building Code requirement for timber cladding is 15yrs. This system will far in exceed that.
The aerated concrete/foam system will offer ease of building and shorter construction time. Timber products
will be sourced from plantations approved by the Forestry Stewardship Council. This will limit the number
of suppliers available to the team. Recycled timber flooring will be used to limit the amount of emissions,
preventing ozone depletion and reducing volatile organic compounds. Sustainability is a major emphasis of
the brief for interior furniture, fittings and materials. It is envisioned that the building will be recycled at the end
of its life cycle. The Hebel cladding can be unfastened, removed and is 100% recyclable.
Waste: Unitec Sustainable team goals are to minimise waste during construction and recycle where possible.
Students will determine where the waste products will go and the absolute minimum will be sent to landfill.
This exercise will form part of the learning outcomes for the certificate of applied technology students building
the house. Waste products from the house services will be processed on site. Grey water to be processed
through filtering system appropriate for an organic garden. House rubbish as per normal suburban situation:
Composting, Recycling, min to local body collection.
Media Enquiries: Robert Tait rtait@unitec.ac.nz p. 09-815-4321 ex 8469
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UNITEC SHACK08 RESEARCH HOUSE
PROJECT: LOT 1
SITE AREA = 1094.0 m²
TOTAL PROPOSED NETT AREA = 120 m²
NETT SITE COVERAGE = 10.9%
GENERAL HOUSE SPEC'S:
ROOF: CORRUGATED WITH SOLAR PANELS TO
NORTHERN ROOF SIDE
ALL ROOF WATER COLLECTED/STORED FOR
REUSE. TANKS LOCATED TO SOUTH/WEST
SIDE.
TOILETS: COMPOSTING WC TYPE.
WINDOW/DOOR JOINERY: FLETCHERS DOUBLE
GLAZED
X3 AIR COWL INLETS LOCATED TO SOUTHERN
EXTERIOR OF HOUSE. PIPED UNDER GROUND
UP THRU. SLAB INTO FLOOR
CAVITY ZONE.
EXTERNAL CLADDING: 75MM HEBEL ON 50MM
POLYSTYRENE INSULATION ON 25 RONDO
BATTEN ZONE ON 90MM H1.2 MSG8 FRAME W/
R1.8 INSULATION ON GIB INTERNALLY
THROUGHOUT
NOTE: ACTUAL POSITION OF WATER TANK AND
UNDER GROUND SEWERAGE TREATMENT
SYSTEM MAY DIFFER FROM THAT SHOWN.
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Robert Vale - Victoria University
Nick Collins – Beacon Pathway
Maggie Lawton – Braidwood Research and Consulting
Dave Cull – Television personality and builder
Nigel Isaacs – BRANZ

ROBERT VALE
Robert Vale is an architect, writer and researcher in the field of sustainable housing. He is currently Professorial
Research Fellow at the School of Architecture, Victoria University of Wellington.
He studied architecture together with Brenda Vale at the University of Cambridge, and in 1975 the Vales published
“TheAutonomous House”, a technical guide for developing housing solutions that are self-sufficient, environmentally friendly, and easy to maintain. The book has been translated into five language sand is widely recognized as a
basic text in the field of green building.
Through the 1980s the Vales designed a number of very low energy commercial buildings in England, notably the
thick-walled, superinsulated Woodhouse Medical Centre in Sheffield, and wrote “Green Architecture”. In the 1990s
the Vales completed the first autonomous house in the United Kingdom, a fourbedroom house for themselves in
the historic town of Southwell. Their book “The New Autonomous House” documents the design and construction
of this house, which is warmed and powered by the sun, produces its drinking water from rain, composts its effluent, and is consistent with its historic context. The house is completely off-grid except for the telephone line and a
connection to the electrical supply for the exchange of solar electricity. They then designed the Hockerton Housing
Project, five one-storey zero-emission terraced houses. This was the first zero-emission development in the UK and
the government has recommended that the project be copied by developers throughout the country.
Since emigrating to NZ eleven years ago the Vales have completed two zero-emissions upgrades of existing houses,
and also developed the National Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS) for the Australian goverment.

JUDGES

THE JUDGING PANEL

JUDGES

-

NICK COLLINS
As General Manager for Beacon Pathway Ltd (Beacon), a research consortium focusing on sustainable housing, Nick
Collins brings not only twenty years experience in the building and construction industry, but also in-depth knowl
edge of the latest building research.
Nick has headed Beacon since 2004, responsible for developing a clear Strategic Plan focused on the key priorities
to bring about sustainability in the residential built environment. Major projects underway include: building 100
NOW Homes® in partnership with group builder to drive uptake of sustainable new homes; and the NOW Home®
Renovation project focusing on improving New Zealand’s existing housing stock. Nick works with stakeholders
from central and local government, industry, infrastructure and consumer groups to facilitate and encourage wider
change.
Originally a geographer, with an MA (Hons) from Canterbury University, Nick has worked largely in the building
products market, in companies such as Pryda Reid, Auckland Brick and Tile, and Monier Bricks. During this time
he was instrumental in the setting up of a National Trade Training Qualification for roof tilers. In the mid 1990’s he
returned to the University of Auckland to complete an MBA to develop his financial / commercial skills.
Nick was invited to contribute to Auckland City Council’s Mayoral Sustainability Taskforce in 2006, and oversaw the
development of a web-based guide to sustainable building (www.smarterhomes.org.nz) for the Ministry for the
Environment.

-

MAGGIE LAWTON
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Science background with a PhD in Chemistry
1995-2006; Science Manager and Operations Manager for Landcare Research gained a wide background in rural
and urban development, climate change and sustainable practices.
In 1998 initiated research into integrated water management in the urban environment, partnering with Waitak
ere City Council.
In 2001 initiated and contributed to the concept and developed design of the Landcare Research building at T
amaki. Acted as internal and latterly also external project manager for the construction process giving practical
experience in the construction of a sustainable building. It won a Green Ribbon award for sustainable design
and an EECA award for energy efficiency. http://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/about/tamaki/
In 2006 developed a business involving research and consulting in sustainable development and design.
Currently involved in research into the residential built environment through Beacon Pathway. Leading their
research in domestic water management.
Developing strategy and policy in water management for Waitakere City Council
Also holding workshops with councils throughout New Zealand in water demand management.
Working with industry and local government on sustainable development strategies
A Natural Step advisor

DAVE CULL
BACKGROUND
Born and raised in Invercargill
Attended Otago University: Degree in Politics
Worked as free-lance writer/broadcaster for some 25 years.
MAJOR INTEREST AREAS
• Housing, renovation, building, design
• Wine appreciation and NZ viticultural areas
TV, RADIO & VIDEO PRESENTATION
• Programmes presented Renovators, Open Home, Town and Country, Maggies Garden Show, Home Front, Master
Builders House of the Year, Home and Entertaining House of Year, 5 O’Clock with Jude, Placemakers Home Front.
• 3 year stint on DIY talk back radio.
• Writes and presents commentaries for documentaries, and corporate and informational video presentations on
wide range of topics.
SEMINAR PRESENTATION
• Numerous seminars at Home & garden XPOs.
• Wrote and presented 5 series of Placemakers Roadshow seminars on changes impacting the building industry.
SPEAKING
• MC at many conferences and seminars
• Dinner speaking engagements

NIGEL ISAACS
Since completion of his engineering degree, Nigel has worked in energy research. His work
experience includes the running of his own research consultancy and research for Members of Parliament. Nigel
worked on contract for BRANZ in 1982 undertaking a study of thermal insulation in houses.
Nigel has lectured and presented extensively throughout New Zealand, and internationally. He has appeared on
television and presented three building science related radio series on National Radio. He is a Teaching and Research
Fellow at the School of Architecture, Victoria University of Wellington. Nigel has particular research interest in:
· Energy in Buildings - data collection and analysis, experimental investigations, presentations and policy advice on:
housing, offices, schools, hotels, hospitals
· Energy Efficient Buildings: Analysis, modelling, design support
· Renewable Energy: Solar water heating, passive solar design, wind and policy issues
· Thermal Insulation - in-situ measurement, calculation
· Building Energy Code - technical support for revision of New Zealand Building Code
· Building Evaluation - work undertaken on hospitals, courts, banks, offices. Assisted in the development of “Building
Quality Assessment” sold in New Zealand, Australia and United Kingdom Health and Buildings - sick building investigations, healthy housing research
· History of building technology – as well as lecturing he has a regular series in BRANZ’s BUILD magazine and had an
8 week radio series on Radio NZ National.

